HOW TO REACH Nano-IBCT CONFERENCE CENTER

- **GDYNIA GŁÓWNA**
  (GDYNIA MAIN STATION)

- **SOPOT GŁÓWNY**
  (SOPOT MAIN STATION)

- **GDAŃSK WRZESZCZ**
  (GDAŃSK WRZESZCZ STATION)

- **GDAŃSK GŁÓWNY**
  (GDAŃSK MAIN STATION)

- **GDAŃSK LECH WAŁĘSA AIRPORT**

- **TRAIN (SKM)**
  (direction: GDYNIA, WEJHEROWO, LĘBORK, SŁUPSK)

- **TRAIN (SKM)**
  (direction: GDYNIA, WEJHEROWO, LĘBORK, SŁUPSK)

- **TRAIN (SKM)**
  (direction: GDAŃSK)

- **BUS 110**
  (direction: WRZESZCZ PKP)

- **BUS 143**
  (direction: OLIWA PKP)

- **Training and Rehabilitation Center of Gdańsk University of Technology**

---

Train stations and airports are connected by different transportation modes, as indicated by the directions provided.
During your trip to Sopot you will need to buy tickets so you will need to have some polish currency. You can change money at the Money Exchange Office (Kantor) placed in the Gdańsk Airport Terminal (but the selling rate is not very good, you can find much better in the city, so we suggest to change only 10 or 20 Euro ). You can also find at the Airport Terminal ATM.

**How to reach Sopot from Gdańsk Lech Walesa AIRPORT:**

**Taxi:**
Take the official taxi of the Airport, CITY PLUS TAXI (phone: 19686), directly to the Training and Rehabilitation Center of Gdańsk University of Technology, Sopot, Emili Plater Street 7/9/11. Approx. time of the trip: 30 min. Approx. price: 100 PLN.

**Public transportation:**
Take City Bus Line 110 (Direction: Wrzeszcz PKP) from the bus stop near the airport terminal to Wrzeszcz PKP. Approx. time of the trip: 25 min. Tickets are available at the ticket machine, price 3 PLN (Hint – if machine is working you can buy more that one ticket – you will need them in your further trip 😊 ). If machine is not working just say “do not panic I am in Poland” – you can buy ticket from bus driver but the price is higher (3,60 PLN) and you should to know at least some simple words in polish: “proszę o normalny bilet do Wrzeszcza”, “ile płacę”, “dziękuję”). The ticket should be validated at the bus. Next you should take Fast Urban Railway – SKM from: Gdańsk Wrzeszcz Railway Station, SKM platform 2 (Direction Gdynia or Wejherowo or Lebork or Słupsk) to: Sopot Główny - Sopot Main Station. Approx. time of the trip 12 min. Usually, you can buy tickets (3.8 PLN) in the ticket machine which are placed on the platform. You do not need to validate tickets which are purchased in that machine. If you buy ticket in the ticket office you must validate it before entry to train.

**How to reach Conference Center, Hotel Villa Baltica, Hotel Bursztyn & Hotel Marina from Sopot Railway Station:**

**Public transportation:**
The Conference Center, Hotel Baltica and Hotel Bursztyn are placed very close together. Hotel Marina is in Gdańsk Jelitkowo, but you can reach all the destinations taking the bus line 143.
Take the bus number 143 (direction Oliwa PKP) from Sopot PKP bus stop to Polna bus stop (the third bus stop) approx. time of the trip 5 min. ATTENTION: participants which havelodgings in Hotel Marina please take the fifth bus stop (Hotel Marina bus stop). You can find location of bus stops and all needed directions below. Alternatively you can walk: the Conference Center is about 1.5 km from the SKM station.
How to reach Conference Center 🕉 from Sopot Railway Station (Sopot SKM) 🌟
The route of bus line 143: (A) you start here - Sopot PKP bus stop, (B) is the Polna bus stop.
How to get to 143 bus stop from Sopot Railway Station (Sopot SKM):